**P’taah**

"The Oldest Story" Remixes by: Swag and Jiva

- In demand UK producers Swag and Giant Step artists Jiva drop 3 exclusive & very different remixes

- P’taah on the cover of March issue of XLR8R (WMC issue)

**FILE UNDER:** House, Dance, Electronic.

**FOR FANS OF:** Shawn Escoffrey, Vikter Dufnaux, Naked Music, Metro Area

"The Oldest Story" features the golden vocals of Terrence Downs. Swag give him a warm vocal re-rub, keeping things soulful and moody with their signature digital edge. The Swag dub mix is harder and to the point, keeping only snippets of vocals as decoration to a bouncy, bass line driven house tune that's just straight up rude.

Running their own Odori and Primitive labels and about to drop their second album ("No Such Thing"), Swag have also remixed Bjork, Jimi Tenor, Blaze, Moloko, and Metro Area amongst others.

Giant Step signings Jiva come up with a polished New York style house track, it's deep, clubby and showcases Down's vocals. Headed by the band's lead and bassist, Khari Simmons (also a member of India.Arie's rhythm section) Jiva's R&B, House, and Bossa Nova mix can move any crowd. Hailing from Atlanta, GA the band also includes Karl Injex (of Straight No Chaser fame) who worked along with Julius Speed on the P'taah album - which is how this mix came to be.

Chris Brann aka P'taah is on the cover of March XLR8R (WMC issue). Dates are set for live West Coast shows, and posters are available for display.

**Also Available:**

P'taah "Staring At The Sun" P'taah "Compressed Light" P'taah "Decompressed"
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